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JACKSON: The only woman on Georgia’s death
row was executed early yesterday, making her
the first woman put to death by the state in sev-
en decades. Kelly Renee Gissendaner was pro-
nounced dead by injection of pentobarbital at
12:21 am at the state prison in Jackson. She was
convicted of murder in the February 1997 slay-
ing of her husband after she conspired with her
lover, who stabbed Douglas Gissendaner to
death.

Kelly Gissendaner, 47, sobbed as she said she
loved her children and apologized to Douglas
Gissendaner’s family, saying she hopes they can
find some peace and happiness. She also
addressed her lawyer, Susan Casey, who was
among the witnesses. “I just want to say God
bless you all and I love you, Susan. You let my
kids know I went out singing ‘Amazing Grace,’”
Gissendaner said.

Prison Warden Bruce Chatman left the execu-
tion chamber at 12:11 AM Records from previous
executions indicate that the lethal drug is
administered within about a minute of the war-
den leaving the room. Gissendaner sang
“Amazing Grace” and also appeared to sing
another song before taking several deep breaths
and then becoming still.

More than 100 people gathered in rainy con-
ditions outside the prison to support
Gissendaner. Among them was Rev Della Bacote,
who said she is a chaplain at Saint Thomas
Hospital in Nashville and who spent several
hours with Gissendaner on Tuesday afternoon,
talking and praying. 

“She was at peace with whatever was to
come,” Bacote said. Gissendaner’s three children
visited with her Monday but weren’t able to see
her Tuesday because they were testifying before
the Georgia Board of Pardons and Paroles,
Bacote said. The parole board is the only entity
authorized to commute a death sentence in
Georgia.

“Kelly embraced that the children were going
to talk to the Board of Pardons and Paroles,”
Bacote said, adding that Gissendaner was able
to speak to her children by phone Tuesday. Two
of Gissendaner’s three children had previously
addressed the board and also put out a video
earlier this month pleading for their mother’s life
and talking about their own difficult path to for-
giveness. Her oldest son had not previously
addressed the board.

Various courts, including the US Supreme
Court, denied multiple last-ditch efforts to stop
her execution Tuesday, and the parole board
stood by its February decision to deny clemency.
The board didn’t give a reason for the denial, but
said it had carefully considered her request for
reconsideration.

Gissendaner was previously scheduled for
execution Feb 25, but that was delayed because
of a threat of winter weather. Her execution was
reset for March 2, but corrections officials post-
poned that execution “out of an abundance of
caution” because the execution drug appeared
“cloudy.”

‘Justice and mercy’ 
Pope Francis’ diplomatic representative in the

US, Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano, on Tuesday
sent a letter to the parole board on behalf of the
pontiff asking for a commutation of
Gissendaner’s sentence “to one that would bet-
ter express both justice and mercy.” He cited an
address the pope made to a joint session of
Congress last week in which he called for the
abolition of the death penalty.

Gissendaner’s lawyers submitted a statement
from former Georgia Supreme Court Chief
Justice Norman Fletcher to the parole board.
Fletcher argued Gissendaner’s death sentence
was not proportionate to her role in the crime.
Her lover, Gregory Owen, who did the killing, is
serving a life prison sentence and will become
eligible for parole in 2022. He also noted that
Georgia hadn’t executed a person who didn’t
actually carry out a killing since the US Supreme
Court reinstated the death penalty in 1976.

Gissendaner’s lawyers also said she was a seri-

ously damaged woman who has undergone a
spiritual transformation in prison and has been a
model prisoner who has shown remorse and
provided hope to other inmates in their personal
struggles. They gave the parole board testimoni-
als from several women who were locked up as
teens and who said Gissendaner counseled
them through moments when they felt scared,
lost or on the verge of giving up hope.

Douglas Gissendaner’s family said in a state-
ment Monday that he is the victim and that Kelly
Gissendaner received an appropriate sentence.
“As the murderer, she’s been given more rights
and opportunity over the last 18 years than she
ever afforded to Doug who, again, is the victim
here,” the statement says. “She had no mercy,
gave him no rights, no choices, nor the opportu-
nity to live his life.”

Kelly Gissendaner repeatedly pushed Owen
in late 1996 to kill her husband rather than just
divorcing him as Owen suggested, prosecutors
have said. Acting on her instructions, Owen
ambushed Douglas Gissendaner at
Gissendaner’s home, forced him to drive to a
remote area and stabbed him multiple times,
prosecutors said. Investigators looking into the
killing zeroed in on Owen once they learned of
his affair with Kelly Gissendaner. He initially
denied involvement but eventually confessed
and implicated Kelly Gissendaner. — AP 
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JACKSON: Protesters sing outside of Georgia Diagnostic Prison. — AP

NEW YORK: Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump talks about his tax plan
during a news conference. — AP

DENVER: In the last US presidential campaign,
Democrats blasted Mitt Romney’s tax plan as a
giveaway to the rich - so this year’s Republican
candidates are being urged to focus on tax cuts
to working-class Americans rather than the
wealthy. Yet the release of Donald Trump’s tax
plan adds to the number of major Republican
presidential candidates who propose to cut all
taxes - but especially those for the wealthy - as
deeply, or deeper, than Romney proposed.

The lesson Republicans this year seem to
have drawn is to simply stop worrying about
balancing the budget. The candidates’ plans
would blow open US deficits over the next
decade that economists estimate ranging from
$3.6 trillion to $12 trillion. Oren Cass, who was
Romney’s domestic policy adviser, noted the for-
mer Massachusetts governor had pledged to
make his tax cuts deficit-neutral by cutting tax
loopholes. Yet he was still  savaged by
Democrats who accused him of planning to
ignore over middle-class taxpayers for the bene-
fit of the rich.

“You look at what Gov Romney did and you
say, ‘There’s nothing to be gained from being
responsible that way,’” Cass said. “You may as
well do the plan that your base is going to love.”
Trump initially hinted he might buck conserva-
tive economic orthodoxy and raise taxes on the
wealthy. But he ended up releasing the most
aggressive tax cut of all candidates to date. The
Tax Foundation, which favors lower taxes, esti-
mated that his plan would increase the deficit
by $12 trillion.  The foundation found more than
one-fifth of the plan’s benefit would accrue to
the top 1 percent of income earners.

Trump’s plan pointed to the power of tradi-
tional conservative thinking - that lower taxes
are the best way to spark growth, and any skew
toward the wealthy is mainly a reflection of the
outsized amount of taxes the rich already pay.
With his trademark showmanship, Trump vowed
to remove families making less than $50,000

from the tax rolls and allow them to send the IRS
a single-page form declaring “I Win!”

Skewed to the wealthy
Former Florida Governor Jeb Bush’s plan is

less flamboyant but reduces rates and raises
standard deductions enough to remove families
making $40,000 and under. Florida Senator
Marco Rubio, meanwhile, would increase the
child tax credit and lower the rate for families
making less than $150,000 to 15 percent. Still,
Rubio would eliminate taxes on investment
gains, which is how most of the affluent make
most of their money, and Bush would lower top
rates dramatically as well. Both of their plans are
skewed to the wealthy, like Trump’s, but less so.

Criticism of tax proposals that benefit the
wealthy grates on conservative economists.
They note that the top 1 percent already pays
more than a third of federal income taxes, so any
large reduction would inevitably benefit them.
Still, Democrats are poised to exploit the issue.
“Each one of these candidates has a tax plan
that would rip a multi-trillion-dollar hole in the
federal deficit, which would likely have to be off-
set by cuts to programs important to the middle
class, including Social Security, Medicare, infra-
structure, and education,” said Eric Walker, a
spokesman for the Democratic National
Committee. “We need a tax system that rewards
work instead of just wealth.”

The Republican tactic now is to shrug off the
slam on the deficit, said Kyle Pomerleau, an econ-
omist at the Tax Foundation. “Republican candi-
dates aren’t looking to be revenue-neutral” any-
more, he said. “They’re saying ‘let’s cut taxes for
everyone so we’re not accused of raising taxes for
everyone.’ “The Tax Foundation estimated that
Rubio’s plan would cost more than $4 trillion over
a decade. Likewise, the foundation, whose esti-
mates are often challenged by more centrist or
liberal groups, priced Bush’s cut at $3.6 trillion, or
$1.6 trillion when growth is factored in. —AP
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Esteemed heads of State and Government, 
Distinguished heads of delegations, 
Mister Secretary General of the United Nations, 
Mister President, 

The current instability prevailing in numerous regions of
the world has its roots in the pervasive underdevelopment
afflicting two-thirds of the world population. Fifteen years
after the adoption of the Millennium Development Goals
progress is insufficient and unevenly distributed. In many
cases, unacceptable levels of poverty and social inequality
persist and even aggravate including the industrial nations.
The gap between the North and the South widens, and
wealth polarization keeps growing.

We realize that a long distance must still be covered to
achieve a real world association for development. No less
than 2.7 billion people in the world live in poverty. The
global infant mortality rate for children under five years of
age is still several times higher than that of developed
countries. Likewise, maternal death in developing regions
is fourteen times higher.

Amid the existing economic and financial crisis, wealthy
individuals and transnational companies are growing rich-
er while the number of poor, unemployed and homeless
people increase dramatically as a result of the harsh so-
called “austerity” policies, and waves of desperate immi-
grants arrive in Europe escaping misery and conflicts that
others have unleashed. The resources needed for the
implementation of the Agenda, lacking measurable com-
mitments and timetables, are inadequate to meet the sev-
enteen objectives of sustainable development.

If we wish to make this a habitable world with peace
and harmony among nations, with democracy and social
justice, dignity and respect for the human rights of every
person, we should adopt as soon as possible concrete
commitments in terms of development assistance, and

resolve the debt issue, a debt already paid several times
over. It would be necessary to build a new international
financial architecture, remove monopoly on technology
and knowledge, and change the present international eco-
nomic order. The industrial nations should accept their his-
toric responsibility and apply the principle of “common but
differentiated responsibilities.” The lack of resources cannot
be used as a pretext when annual military expenses
amount to 1.7 trillion dollars; absent a reduction of such
expenses neither development nor a stable and lasting
peace will be possible.

Mr President, 

The reestablishment of diplomatic relations between
Cuba and the United States of America, the opening of
embassies and the policy changes announced by President
Barack Obama with regard to our country constitute a
major progress, which has elicited the broadest support of
the international community.

However, the economic, commercial and financial
blockade against Cuba persists bringing damages and
hardships on the Cuban people, and standing as the main
obstacle to our country’s economic development, while
affecting other nations due to its extraterritorial scope, and
hurting the interests of American citizens and companies.
Such policy is rejected by 188 United Nations member
states that demand its removal.

Nevertheless, Cuba fulfilled the Millennium
Development Goals and offered its modest cooperation to
other developing nations in various areas, something we
shall continue to do to the extent of our limited capabili-
ties. We shall never renounce honor, human solidarity and
social justice, for these convictions are deeply rooted in our
socialist society.

Thank you - Provided by Embassy of Cuba in Kuwait

Raul Castro’s UN address 

WASHINGTON: New Hampshire Sen Kelly Ayotte is boldly taking
on a role most of her fellow Republicans have been unwilling to
bear: Public foil to Republican presidential candidate Ted Cruz.
Readying for what could be a tough re-election bid in an increas-
ingly swing state, Ayotte has challenged the firebrand Texas sena-
tor as he has pushed the Senate to resist compromise and deny
taxpayer money to Planned Parenthood even if it means a gov-
ernment shutdown. While other Republicans of the famously
back-slapping Senate have opted to work against Cruz behind the
scenes, the 47-year-old Ayotte has been front and center as the
anti-Cruz.

In 2013, Ayotte confronted Cruz at a Republican caucus meet-
ing, challenging him on some of the tactics that led to the 16-day,
partial government shutdown that year. Two years later, she sent
him a letter asking pointedly how another shutdown could possi-
bly be successful for the GOP.

“During the last government shutdown, I repeatedly asked
you what your strategy for success was ... but I did not receive an
answer,” she wrote. “I am again asking this question and would
appreciate you sharing your strategy for success with all of us
before any damaging government shutdown becomes immi-
nent.”Cruz did not respond directly, but he wrote in an editorial
that Republicans are committed to “surrender politics.”

Unbowed, Ayotte stood on the Senate floor to ask “what is the
end game” as hardline conservatives like Cruz insisted on defund-
ing Planned Parenthood in the spending bill. Democrats had
enough votes to block the provision, which Republicans have
pushed after secretly recorded videos raised questions about the

group’s handling of fetal tissue for scientific research. President
Barack Obama also has promised a veto.

‘Political games’ 
“I am tired of the political games,” Ayotte said, arguing that

tying the abortion fight to the spending bill is a dangerous game
of “chicken,” even though she agreed with Planned Parenthood’s
detractors. Ayotte, who also is the subject of vice presidential
buzz, is betting that pragmatism is appealing in the “Live Free or
Die” state. She has been popular there, but is watching her back as
also-popular Democratic Gov Maggie Hassan is mulling a run
against her next year. By taking on Cruz, Ayotte can counter
Democratic attacks that she is too conservative.

“It’s almost risk-free politics in New Hampshire,” said Fergus
Cullen, a former chairman of the New Hampshire Republican
Party. “She’s doing it deliberately, and I think it’s a good decision.”
Her approach has also drawn the attention of her colleagues. Sen
John McCain, R-Ariz, said Ayotte “has already acquired a reputa-
tion around here for personal courage. She’ll stand up to any-
body.” McCain is familiar with New Hampshire and the state’s poli-
tics, having won the state in the 2000 and 2008 Republican presi-
dential primaries.

“She is reflecting the majority view of her constituents,” he
said. Once a solidly red state, New Hampshire has supported a
Democrat in all but one presidential year since 1992. And
Democratic turnout is typically much higher in presidential elec-
tion years, making Ayotte’s re-election in 2016 a tougher prospect
than her first winning Senate campaign in 2010. —AP
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